Specifications table**Subject**Safety, Risk, Reliability and Quality**Specific subject area**Quantification of different instruction forms with flight research simulator**Type of data**Table\
Image\
Graph\
Algorithm\
Figure**How data were acquired**Flight data: Export action of study participants form the research flight simulator with MATLAB-Software\
Workload: Questionnaire of the experiment**Data format**Raw**Parameters for data collection**Test persons are fire fighters and students of the technical university. The flight research simulator is technical part of Institute of Flight System Dynamics -- Technical University of Munich**Description of data collection**There are two different data export. The first data are the result of experience exports of flight research simulator with MATLAB. The second are answers of questionnaires from the test persons after the experiment including workload tasks, sex, age, \...**Data source location**Germany; Garching at Munich; Technical University of Munich; Department of Aerospace and Geodesy -- Institute of Flight System Dynamics -- Bolzmannstreet 15, 85,748 Garching, Germany**Data accessibility**Hammann, Claudius; Hurst, Simon; Schmeiser, Sebastian; Wagner, Karolin, "Data of evaluation different introduction forms with research flight simulator for reduction errors", Mendeley Data, v4. <https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/xcdn5nfmjh/4>**Related research article**C. Hammann, C. Krause, A. Feldhütter, Evaluation of algorithmic, textual and pictorial forms of representation of standard operating procedures for error reduction in complex systems. Heliyon, 6 (2020) e03291. <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2020.e03291>

Value of the data {#sec0001a}
=================

•The data can be used to design future instructions to make reduce errors in complex systems. The data are based on an evidence-based experiment and can therefore be transferred to other applications to answer what type of representation form are most efficient.•The greatest benefit of the data is given by experts who create instructions for use in complex systems (nuclear reactors, control centers, aircrafts, \...). Especially, if the relationship between the probability of occurrence and the extent of the damage is very big.•The survey of the subjects through the NASA-RTLX questionnaire allows an analysis of the guideline requirement of the day reading the instruction. The simulator data are particularly useful in the development of further methods for measuring various instructions. Direct hypotheses can be created.

1. Data description {#sec0001}
===================

The data are based on an interdisciplinary project between several institutes of the Technical University of Munich (Institute of Nuclear Technology, Institute of Ergonomics and Institute of Flight System Dynamics). The data described consists of images that describe the test setting and the flight simulator. There is also data that was exported from the simulator to quantify the flight behavior of the test subjects. The test subjects were also questioned using a questionnaire.

[Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the inside view of the flight simulator with the controls. The simulated scenario shows the approach to an airport. In the meantime, various bee units and the matching screens can be seen. The cockpit is based on the \"Fairchild Dornier\" aircraft.Fig. 1Fig 1

[Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a panorama view of the entire flight simulator. On the right and left side you can see the two control centers for the training management and in the middle the two seats for the pilots. It features a three-channel visual system with over 180° viewing angle and Full-HD resolution for each channel. The cockpit has one active side stick made by Wittenstein, which includes an electronic control loading system to allow force feedback and variable hard and soft stops.Fig. 2Fig 2

[Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} shows the exported simulator data of the respective test person. There is a total of 93 test persons. Each test person has been assigned a set of instructions (test, image, algorithm). The respective data show the time \[s\] for the respective step for landing the simulated aircraft. The metric of the data set means: t_init = time for possible start of the action, t_succ = time for conversion of the action, t_succ-t_init = required time for the action step, t_succ-t_preTask = time for conversion if time too long from previous action step. A total of 14 individual steps in the instructions were analyzed.Table 1Table 1Test person numberIntroduction formMetric1. Introduction (Flaps set to 1)2. Introduction (HDG set to 45)3. Introduction (SPD set to 180)4. Introduction (HDG set to 83)5. Introduction (Gear down)6. Introduction (Push APR button)7. Introduction (Flaps set to 2)8. Introduction (SPD set to 150)9. Introduction (Flaps set to 3)10. Introduction (SPD set to 140)11. Introduction (Flaps set to full)12. Introduction (Push ATHR button)13. Introduciton (SCB set to 0)14. Introduction (Set spoil full)VP001textt_init26.8368.37102.86113.58160.29141.73240.12249.78283.02288.88307.08VP001textt_succ52.91102.86122.87160.29196.18240.12249.78268.35288.88303.24312.61VP001textt_succ-t_init26.0834.4920.0146.7135.8998.399.6618.575.8614.365.53VP001textt_succ-t_preTask26.0834.4920.0137.4235.8943.949.6618.575.8614.365.53VP002algorithmt_init75.64117.21149.75170.55177.56194.66228.88236.09284.51292.93302.27299.33339.16347.93VP002algorithmt_succ114.15149.75159.13177.56194.76228.88236.09246.81292.93299.37306.39339.16347.93369.06VP002algorithmt_succ-t_init38.5132.549.387.0117.234.227.2110.728.426.444.1239.838.7721.13VP002algorithmt_succ-t_preTask38.5132.549.387.0117.234.127.2110.728.426.444.1232.778.7721.13VP003imaget_init79.01121.42132.91152.59175.62176.91212.95223.3269.69278288.45280.27320.67330.74VP003imaget_succ90.06132.91155.53175.62198.18212.95223.3234.35278293.46301.75320.67330.74342.94VP003imaget_succ-t_init11.0511.4922.6223.0322.5636.0410.3511.058.3115.4613.340.410.0712.2VP003imaget_succ-t_preTask11.0511.4922.6220.0922.5614.7710.3511.058.3115.4613.318.9210.0712.2VP004algorithmt_init36.2677.9690.51110.87123.05133.84162.13169.51213.32215.05228.71238.98246.42257.48VP004algorithmt_succ50.4190.5199.73123.05144.69162.13169.51181.91215.05221.7231.34246.42257.48269.28VP004algorithmt_succ-t_init14.1512.559.2212.1821.6428.297.3812.41.736.652.637.4411.0611.8VP004algorithmt_succ-t_preTask14.1512.559.2212.1821.6417.447.3812.41.736.652.637.4411.0611.8VP005imaget_init68.2110.56146.96160.28173.19184.44234.61251.4294.48294.68298.99284.1326.77336.79VP005imaget_succ103.21146.96158.83173.19222.93234.61251.4264.3294.68304.59312.94326.77336.79345.98VP005imaget_succ-t_init35.0136.411.8712.9149.7450.1716.7912.90.29.9113.9542.6710.029.19VP005imaget_succ-t_preTask35.0136.411.8712.9149.7411.6816.7912.90.29.9113.9513.8310.029.19VP006textt_init24.1466.4872.4194.6999.65115.7121.89129.27170.79186.6226.1225.84234.92VP006textt_succ28.6572.4178.4599.65110.37121.89129.27135.02181.54174.87225.84234.92239.17VP006textt_succ-t_init4.515.936.044.9610.726.197.385.75-11.73-0.269.084.25VP006textt_succ-t_preTask4.515.936.044.9610.726.197.385.75-11.73-0.269.084.25VP007algorithmt_init17.2859.0990.11107.11125.53133.77197.43208.69252.4257.69269.4VP007algorithmt_succ54.1590.11107.15125.53151.2197.43208.69232.29257.69266.39273.94VP007algorithmt_succ-t_init36.8731.0217.0418.4225.6763.6611.2623.65.298.74.54VP007algorithmt_succ-t_preTask36.8731.0217.0418.3825.6746.2311.2623.65.298.74.54VP008imaget_init57.499.76122.94140.71174.31168.63220.64231.29287.38290.32271.89335.52357.68VP008imaget_succ80.45122.94140.79174.31198.19220.64231.29247.24302.16288.43335.52357.68381.83VP008imaget_succ-t_init23.0523.1817.8533.623.8852.0110.6515.95-1.8963.6322.1624.15VP008imaget_succ-t_preTask23.0523.1817.8533.5223.8822.4510.6515.95-1.8947.0922.1624.15VP009textt_init105.03147.38166.22186.22194.82208.65220.8226.71265.97278.05291.44320.38320.93334.6VP009textt_succ116.42166.22178.11194.82210.02220.8226.71237.29278.05284.82293.25320.93334.6354.55VP009textt_succ-t_init11.3918.8411.898.615.212.155.9110.5812.086.771.810.5513.6719.95VP009textt_succ-t_preTask11.3918.8411.898.615.210.785.9110.5812.086.771.810.5513.6719.95VP010imaget_init549.39591.7610.35630.08638.3652.7675.88696.87743.11748.11759.64755.68773.88782.68VP010imaget_succ573.39610.35624.04638.3666.56675.88696.87711.41748.11754.51763.58773.88782.68794.86VP010imaget_succ-t_init2418.6513.698.2228.2623.1820.9914.5456.43.9418.28.812.18VP010imaget_succ-t_preTask2418.6513.698.2228.269.3220.9914.5456.43.9410.38.812.18VP011textt_init84.98127.3224.07290.95281.69331.18351.63368.31402.37419.1434.43VP011textt_succ124.18224.07252.98281.69307.95351.63368.31386.96419.1430.37444.77VP011textt_succ-t_init39.296.7728.91-9.2626.2620.4516.6818.6516.7311.2710.34VP011textt_succ-t_preTask39.296.7728.91-9.2626.2620.4516.6818.6516.7311.2710.34VP012algorithmt_init54.9697.3139.61157.26168.64183.84230.3235.65289.47303.34316.69348.35VP012algorithmt_succ82.1139.61154.16168.64213.42230.3235.65303.34310.42319.34348.35VP012algorithmt_succ-t_init27.1442.3114.5511.3844.7846.465.3513.877.082.65VP012algorithmt_succ-t_preTask27.1442.3114.5511.3844.7816.885.357.082.6529.01VP013imaget_init78.05119.64143.91159.21174.37182.53197.31209.92261.94262.67286.45288.85298.37307.02VP013imaget_succ97.99143.91156.99174.37184.62197.31209.92228.46262.67278.99288.18298.37307.02319.86VP013imaget_succ-t_init19.9424.2713.0815.1610.2514.7812.6118.540.7316.321.739.528.6512.84VP013imaget_succ-t_preTask19.9424.2713.0815.1610.2512.6912.6118.540.7316.321.739.528.6512.84VP014textt_init102.86145.19165.94181.76199.18206.18265.55272.99324.62318.59332.12302.53351.65367.82VP014textt_succ113.74165.94181.7199.18220.82265.55272.99291.43318.59329.04336.93351.65367.82386.78VP014textt_succ-t_init10.8820.7515.7617.4221.6459.377.4418.44-6.0310.454.8149.1216.1718.96VP014textt_succ-t_preTask10.8820.7515.7617.4221.6444.737.4418.44-6.0310.454.8114.7216.1718.96VP015imaget_init96.08137.86161.95173.62202.98199.6230.02244.71286.01284.18301.65305.83330.45339.91VP015imaget_succ102.75161.95173.76202.98214.4230.02244.71258.6284.18296.29310.9330.45339.91349.02VP015imaget_succ-t_init6.6724.0911.8129.3611.4230.4214.6913.89-1.8312.119.2524.629.469.11VP015imaget_succ-t_preTask6.6724.0911.8129.2211.4215.6214.6913.89-1.8312.119.2519.559.469.11VP016algorithmt_init128.8171.13240.62263.86276.28294.84309.94317.08366.41371.83383.42VP016algorithmt_succ142.99240.62253.15276.28293.24309.94317.08339.32371.83380.65397.77VP016algorithmt_succ-t_init14.1969.4912.5312.4216.9615.17.1422.245.428.8214.35VP016algorithmt_succ-t_preTask14.1969.4912.5312.4216.9615.17.1422.245.428.8214.35VP017algorithmt_init116.71159.01192.97211.28232.63239.26264.92273.55322.25327.94339.2345.87383.49429.03VP017algorithmt_succ132.24192.97209.68232.63246.3264.92273.55291.03327.94334.25344.8383.49429.03438.38VP017algorithmt_succ-t_init15.5333.9616.7121.3513.6725.668.6317.485.696.315.637.6245.549.35VP017algorithmt_succ-t_preTask15.5333.9616.7121.3513.6718.628.6317.485.696.315.637.6245.549.35VP018textt_init4183.42118.88127.19162.94154.94231.35255.14282.68286.94300.24VP018textt_succ46.51118.88140.3162.94208.67231.35255.14274.75286.94297.9311.09VP018textt_succ-t_init5.5135.4621.4235.7545.7376.4123.7919.614.2610.9610.85VP018textt_succ-t_preTask5.5135.4621.4222.6445.7322.6823.7919.614.2610.9610.85VP019algorithmt_init139.66181.3212.04228.05243.36253.26301.01307.87360.21331.43364.91352.88386.94395.97VP019algorithmt_succ157.99212.04227.3243.36288.53301.01307.87320.27331.43346.47370.03386.94395.97406.17VP019algorithmt_succ-t_init18.3330.7415.2615.3145.1747.756.8612.4-28.7815.045.1234.069.0310.2VP019algorithmt_succ-t_preTask18.3330.7415.2615.3145.1712.486.8612.4-28.7815.045.1216.919.0310.2VP020imaget_init89.88132.19147.46165.68189.47189.64232.06244.65294.55300.14302.49289.34328.5340.24VP020imaget_succ113.01147.46166.93189.47212.04232.06244.65260.41300.14309.59318.89328.5340.24348.59VP020imaget_succ-t_init23.1315.2719.4723.7922.5742.4212.5915.765.599.4516.439.1611.748.35VP020imaget_succ-t_preTask23.1315.2719.4722.5422.5720.0212.5915.765.599.4516.49.6111.748.35VP021textt_init134.68176.89190.74209.27227.88233.97278.35286.79341.28340.58347.08333.04404.94423.99VP021textt_succ150.11190.74203.47227.88250.04278.35286.79300340.58349.67358.64404.94423.99463.63VP021textt_succ-t_init15.4313.8512.7318.6122.1644.388.4413.21-0.79.0911.5671.919.0539.64VP021textt_succ-t_preTask15.4313.8512.7318.6122.1628.318.4413.21-0.79.0911.5646.319.0539.64VP022algorithmt_init155.54197.81222.9240.74266.91268.18300.99310.6355.94365.79377.01374.21397.72413.04VP022algorithmt_succ183.36222.9236.51266.91284.41300.99310.6321.03365.79371.89375.49397.72413.04422.39VP022algorithmt_succ-t_init27.8225.0913.6126.1717.532.819.6110.439.856.1-1.5223.5115.329.35VP022algorithmt_succ-t_preTask27.8225.0913.6126.1717.516.589.6110.439.856.1-1.5222.2315.329.35VP023imaget_init79.42121.74133.51150.93182.69174.78209.93217.43258.87270.67283.44283.36293.17VP023imaget_succ83.64133.51159.27182.69198.64209.93217.43231.54257.6247.45283.36293.17307.32VP023imaget_succ-t_init4.2211.7725.7631.7615.9535.157.514.11-23.22-0.089.8114.15VP023imaget_succ-t_preTask4.2211.7725.7623.4215.9511.297.514.11-23.22-0.089.8114.15VP024textt_init42.1284.399.1118.39128.75141.31157.14163.21203.23207.76220.61251.54253.49259.71VP024textt_succ58.3899.1109.06128.75146.69157.14163.21172.65207.76214.82222.27253.49259.71273.71VP024textt_succ-t_init16.2614.89.9610.3617.9415.836.079.444.537.061.661.956.2214VP024textt_succ-t_preTask16.2614.89.9610.3617.9410.456.079.444.537.061.661.956.2214VP025imaget_init97.86139.69148.66167176.29189.24203.35210.92254.85255.62270.36296.86296.76303.81VP025imaget_succ107.79148.66166.45176.29193.09203.35210.92221.26255.62263.69275.36296.76303.81310.67VP025imaget_succ-t_init9.938.9717.799.2916.814.117.5710.340.778.075-0.17.056.86VP025imaget_succ-t_preTask9.938.9717.799.2916.810.267.5710.340.778.075-0.17.056.86VP026textt_init200.14242.14253.1274.44286.61297.18331.09343.62388.54391.52406.93398.39447.61473.01VP026textt_succ213.98253.1269.89286.61315.36331.09343.62355.91391.52401.33417.91447.61473.01482.71VP026textt_succ-t_init13.8410.9616.7912.1728.7533.9112.5312.292.989.8110.9849.2225.49.7VP026textt_succ-t_preTask13.8410.9616.7912.1728.7515.7312.5312.292.989.8110.9829.725.49.7VP027textt_init25.4667.06121.23144.08154.78172.56207.94215.82255.73264.15278.44VP027textt_succ43.69121.23131.87154.78175.44207.94215.82228.7264.15273.44282.42VP027textt_succ-t_init18.2354.1710.6410.720.6635.387.8812.888.429.293.98VP027textt_succ-t_preTask18.2354.1710.6410.720.6632.57.8812.888.429.293.98VP028textt_init24.4666.29106.82120.5137.21146.11166.07174.29215.15198.45228.88257.4258.96276.64VP028textt_succ36.31106.82121.03137.21149.83166.07174.29187.11198.45205.76230.6258.96276.64300.39VP028textt_succ-t_init11.8540.5314.2116.7112.6219.968.2212.82-16.77.311.721.5617.6823.75VP028textt_succ-t_preTask11.8540.5314.2116.1812.6216.248.2212.82-16.77.311.721.5617.6823.75VP029textt_init161.74203.65219.9228.39263.88251.44304.92318.1363.41366.04366.57349.73395.73412.25VP029textt_succ178.62219.9235.98263.88283.81304.92318.1327.97366.04374.25381.84395.73412.25425.24VP029textt_succ-t_init16.8816.2516.0835.4919.9353.4813.189.872.638.2115.274616.5212.99VP029textt_succ-t_preTask16.8816.2516.0827.919.9321.1113.189.872.638.2115.2713.8916.5212.99VP030algorithmt_init33.1974.898.45114.08134.86139.39171.81180.2224.49220.55238.18245.68272.7286.19VP030algorithmt_succ52.5198.45115.13134.86156.32171.81180.2197.8220.55230.7241.74272.7286.19296.5VP030algorithmt_succ-t_init19.3223.6516.6820.7821.4632.428.3917.6-3.9410.153.5627.0213.4910.31VP030algorithmt_succ-t_preTask19.3223.6516.6819.7321.4615.498.3917.6-3.9410.153.5627.0213.4910.31VP031algorithmt_init90.94133.33192.28213.85233.14245.69278.27286.7332.11333.04346.68VP031algorithmt_succ122.85192.28209.73233.14261.7278.27286.7307.74333.04343.27351.32VP031algorithmt_succ-t_init31.9158.9517.4519.2928.5632.588.4321.040.9310.234.64VP031algorithmt_succ-t_preTask31.9158.9517.4519.2928.5616.578.4321.040.9310.234.64VP032imaget_init55.4597.6134.99149.5177.02178.85231.11243.53286.78279.49294.24318.94341.57VP032imaget_succ79.6134.99150.03177.02207.55231.11243.53263.26279.49294.03303.28318.94341.57VP032imaget_succ-t_init24.1537.3915.0427.5230.5352.2612.4219.73-7.2914.549.0422.63VP032imaget_succ-t_preTask24.1537.3915.0426.9930.5323.5612.4219.73-7.2914.549.0415.6622.63VP033imaget_init42.8884.7499.19116.75133.57140.64168.57181.4225.58244253.43245.11274.81283.05VP033imaget_succ56.9599.19114.62133.57152.72168.57181.4196.25244251.56259.79274.81283.05293.34VP033imaget_succ-t_init14.0714.4515.4316.8219.1527.9312.8314.8518.427.566.3629.78.2410.29VP033imaget_succ-t_preTask14.0714.4515.4316.8219.1515.8512.8314.8518.427.566.3615.028.2410.29VP034textt_init64.23106.62140.72152.62162.95187.57201.68239.7232.53253.13268.73276.23286.47VP034textt_succ76.94133.05152.62175.67187.57201.68212.55232.53241.48249.93276.23286.47296.37VP034textt_succ-t_init12.7111.923.0524.6214.1110.87-7.178.95-3.27.510.249.9VP034textt_succ-t_preTask12.7111.923.0511.914.1110.87-7.178.95-3.27.510.249.9VP035algorithmt_init157.67199.43223.26240.09255.31264.29284.07290.28330.93348.88375.31382.2393.24VP035algorithmt_succ166.49223.26238.11255.31270.26284.07290.28302.81343.7351.57382.2393.24421.15VP035algorithmt_succ-t_init8.8223.8314.8515.2214.9519.786.2112.532.696.8911.0427.91VP035algorithmt_succ-t_preTask8.8223.8314.8515.2214.9513.816.2112.532.696.8911.0427.91VP036algorithmt_init246.06288.38332.07345.63362.15372.27395.8402.29441.94424.39454.2477.6453.12493.49VP036algorithmt_succ259.5332.07343.01362.15378.18395.8402.29414.14424.39432.11440.19453.12493.49508.93VP036algorithmt_succ-t_init13.4443.6910.9416.5216.0323.536.4911.85-17.557.72-14.01-24.4840.3715.44VP036algorithmt_succ-t_preTask13.4443.6910.9416.5216.0317.626.4911.85-17.557.72-14.01-24.4840.3715.44VP037textt_init572.19614.44650.18667.35711.92696.4742.84751.3791.48789.24803.89VP037textt_succ584.37650.18694.54711.92728.64742.84751.3761.41789.24801.1814.69VP037textt_succ-t_init12.1835.7444.3644.5716.7246.448.4610.11-2.2411.8610.8VP037textt_succ-t_preTask12.1835.7444.3617.3816.7214.28.4610.11-2.2411.8610.8VP038imaget_init646.65688.49700.96716.92736.87740.47765.81777.64816.72824.48841.59845.52853.52854.82VP038imaget_succ654.28700.96719.94736.87748.84765.81777.64824.48835.94846.39853.52854.82883.08VP038imaget_succ-t_init7.6312.4718.9819.9511.9725.3411.837.7611.464.881.328.26VP038imaget_succ-t_preTask7.6312.4718.9816.9311.9716.9711.8311.464.87.131.328.26VP039imaget_init440.3487.01495.93517.25538.54542.58584.17596.71633.07630.06646.95646.75659.93670.4VP039imaget_succ450.07495.93514.32538.54559.53584.17596.71616.53630.06641.12648.85659.93670.4679.27VP039imaget_succ-t_init9.778.9218.3921.2920.9941.5912.5419.82-3.0111.061.913.1810.478.87VP039imaget_succ-t_preTask9.778.9218.3921.2920.9924.6412.5419.82-3.0111.061.911.0810.478.87VP040textt_init103.76145.2171.3191.28201.08214.43262.47275.74322.18312.68327.4312.92349.41361.48VP040textt_succ120171.3180.96201.08228.81262.47275.74288.08312.68321.57332.39349.41361.48372.28VP040textt_succ-t_init16.2426.19.669.827.7348.0413.2712.34-9.58.894.9936.4912.0710.8VP040textt_succ-t_preTask16.2426.19.669.827.7333.6613.2712.34-9.58.894.9917.0212.0710.8VP041textt_init50.8592.93104.43123.14131.36144.86198.81206.06258.09241.26265.85239.23280.31291.76VP041textt_succ64.07104.43116.48131.36170.3198.81206.06214.45241.26246.31258.8280.31291.76321.31VP041textt_succ-t_init13.2211.512.058.2238.9453.957.258.39-16.835.05-7.0541.0811.4529.55VP041textt_succ-t_preTask13.2211.512.058.2238.9428.517.258.39-16.835.05-7.0521.5111.4529.55VP042algorithmt_init52.2293.78161.19189.44200.86220.24281.2290.64321.56326.36354.52VP042algorithmt_succ61.63161.19176.36200.86252.83281.2290.64306.41326.36349.41356.95VP042algorithmt_succ-t_init9.4167.4115.1711.4251.9760.969.4415.774.823.052.43VP042algorithmt_succ-t_preTask9.4167.4115.1711.4251.9728.379.4415.774.823.052.43VP043textt_init32.9974.4594.15113.79124.84136.77154.82160.75198.21200.24213.6248.43249.27268.5VP043textt_succ50.0194.15105.63124.84141.23154.82160.75170.45200.24207.45218.65249.27268.5280.04VP043textt_succ-t_init17.0219.711.4811.0516.3918.055.939.72.037.215.050.8419.2311.54VP043textt_succ-t_preTask17.0219.711.4811.0516.3913.595.939.72.037.215.050.8419.2311.54VP044imaget_init43.5285.86105.41124.82132.34147.31150.93165.64206.13194.59220.28259.36259.1269.48VP044imaget_succ59.1105.41118.22132.34141.86150.93165.64176.92194.59202.82220.08259.1269.48277.23VP044imaget_succ-t_init15.5819.5512.817.529.523.6214.7111.28-11.548.23-0.2-0.2610.387.75VP044imaget_succ-t_preTask15.5819.5512.817.529.523.6214.7111.28-11.548.23-0.2-0.2610.387.75VP045algorithmt_init115.04157.39174.83191.19218.91216.38277.11288.91335.78324.73343.4313.06372.66395.63VP045algorithmt_succ124.3174.83192.79218.91234.51277.11288.91324.73338.07351.44372.66395.63409.92VP045algorithmt_succ-t_init9.2617.4417.9627.7215.660.7311.8-11.0513.348.0459.622.9714.29VP045algorithmt_succ-t_preTask9.2617.4417.9626.1215.642.611.813.348.0421.2222.9714.29VP046textt_init142.39184.79205.7223.53232.52246.07252.07256.13355.41346.11VP046textt_succ151.69205.7219.4232.52252.07256.13310.38355.41VP046textt_succ-t_init9.320.9113.78.9964.0654.25VP046textt_succ-t_preTask9.320.9113.78.9964.0654.2545.03VP047algorithmt_init26.869.1377.2198.9104.73120.42146.61156.73203.82207.33220.16222.06260.79274.62VP047algorithmt_succ31.6377.2185.08104.73119.47146.61156.73171.47207.33215.52224260.79274.62286.62VP047algorithmt_succ-t_init4.838.087.875.8314.7426.1910.1214.743.518.193.8438.7313.8312VP047algorithmt_succ-t_preTask4.838.087.875.8314.7426.1910.1214.743.518.193.8436.7913.8312VP048textt_init88.88131.3141.18159.73172.66181.91190.09194.7291.2304.24297.39283.4329.53339.64VP048textt_succ106.36141.18158.4172.66190.09194.7208.06304.24309.8316.54329.53339.64363.09VP048textt_succ-t_init17.489.8817.2212.938.184.6113.3613.045.5619.1546.1310.1123.45VP048textt_succ-t_preTask17.489.8817.2212.938.184.6113.3613.045.5619.1512.9910.1123.45VP049textt_init20.8655.1850.1575.5888.0496.81107.22112.77188.06175.7201.64201.94211.02220.75VP049textt_succ29.5250.1566.8988.04107.22112.77122.9175.7181.57200.41211.02220.75243.78VP049textt_succ-t_init8.66-5.0316.7412.4610.415.5510.13-12.365.87-1.239.089.7323.03VP049textt_succ-t_preTask8.66-5.0316.7412.4610.415.5510.13-12.365.87-1.239.089.7323.03VP050imaget_init108.97148.99148.1171.35178.56192.51235.32243.67298.83297.87304.93289.78328.81346.11VP050imaget_succ122.33148.1163.69178.56198.8235.32243.67254.84297.87306.71314.65328.81346.11354.41VP050imaget_succ-t_init13.36-0.8915.597.2120.2442.818.3511.17-0.968.849.7239.0317.38.3VP050imaget_succ-t_preTask13.36-0.8915.597.2120.2436.528.3511.17-0.968.849.7214.1617.38.3VP051textt_init100.89143.22164.87180.73224.58205.42264.24270.82321.81321.46329.42VP051textt_succ113.43164.87210.18224.58248.37264.24270.82281321.46328.45340.31VP051textt_succ-t_init12.5421.6545.3143.8523.7958.826.5810.18-0.356.9910.89VP051textt_succ-t_preTask12.5421.6545.3114.423.7915.876.5810.18-0.356.9910.89VP052algorithmt_init121.49162.67221.9240.57260.06274.19304.21312.5350.52358.15369.02VP052algorithmt_succ164.86221.9237.83260.06279.6304.21312.5328.99358.15364.58376.19VP052algorithmt_succ-t_init43.3759.2315.9319.4919.5430.028.2916.497.636.437.17VP052algorithmt_succ-t_preTask43.3757.0415.9319.4919.5424.618.2916.497.636.437.17VP053textt_init17.6758.7121.82142.88150.58171.27182.71189.64226.22215.15237.63299.11255.59270.89VP053textt_succ37.96121.82134.47150.58167.95182.71189.64202.9215.15226.29236.63255.59270.89282.99VP053textt_succ-t_init20.2963.1212.657.717.3711.446.9313.26-11.0711.14-1-43.5215.312.1VP053textt_succ-t_preTask20.2963.1212.657.717.3711.446.9313.26-11.0711.14-1-43.5215.312.1VP054imaget_init95.53134.66142.98160.76168.33182.42197.92203.2243.62248.34260.66290.68290.45300.14VP054imaget_succ104.37142.98155.06168.33186.52197.92203.2214.32248.34255.35265.5290.45300.14312.14VP054imaget_succ-t_init8.848.3212.087.5718.1915.55.2811.124.727.014.84-0.239.6912VP054imaget_succ-t_preTask8.848.3212.087.5718.1911.45.2811.124.727.014.84-0.239.6912VP055algorithmt_init61.14102.22114.9136.09145.47159.01163.23167.89211.08211.75224.99271.32271.95312.84VP055algorithmt_succ84.12114.9127.37145.47152.7163.23167.89185.77211.75223.11228.25271.95312.84327.52VP055algorithmt_succ-t_init22.9812.6812.479.387.234.224.6617.880.6711.363.260.6340.8914.68VP055algorithmt_succ-t_preTask22.9812.6812.479.387.234.224.6617.880.6711.363.260.6340.8914.68VP056textt_init31.0472.1479.6196.4126.06120.33161.84169.4223.91229232.13219.39272.84284.54VP056textt_succ45.1779.6198.68126.06143.82161.84169.4183.2229236.84243.29272.84284.54294.5VP056textt_succ-t_init14.137.4719.0729.6617.7641.517.5613.85.097.8411.1653.4511.79.96VP056textt_succ-t_preTask14.137.4719.0727.3817.7618.027.5613.85.097.8411.1629.5511.79.96VP057imaget_init34.2776.4684.13104.13109.98125.32137.78146.03190.47199.54214.56232.47232.37242.17VP057imaget_succ44.2584.1395.4109.98123.53137.78146.03156.73199.54208.27218.58232.37242.17252.63VP057imaget_succ-t_init9.987.6711.275.8513.5512.468.2510.79.078.734.02-0.19.810.46VP057imaget_succ-t_preTask9.987.6711.275.8513.5512.468.2510.79.078.734.02-0.19.810.46VP058algorithmt_init11.9954.0765.8284.8292.23106.78132.36140.59189.53202.04206.26209.32228.95237.08VP058algorithmt_succ16.965.8277.4792.23109.24132.36140.59152.66202.04196.76210.44228.95237.08257.63VP058algorithmt_succ-t_init4.9111.7511.657.4117.0125.588.2312.0712.51-5.284.1819.638.1320.55VP058algorithmt_succ-t_preTask4.9111.7511.657.4117.0123.128.2312.0712.51-5.284.1818.518.1320.55VP059imaget_init29.6564.7172.7588.5898.37109.52119.56127.24169.39178.54192.43220.01219.81227.58VP059imaget_succ38.9572.7584.398.37109.41119.56127.24138.57178.54186.42195.24219.81227.58236.13VP059imaget_succ-t_init9.38.0411.559.7911.0410.047.6811.339.157.882.81-0.27.778.55VP059imaget_succ-t_preTask9.38.0411.559.7911.0410.047.6811.339.157.882.81-0.27.778.55VP060imaget_init54.8397.06105.86124.74147.73148.89183.91194.64241248.83259.67251.38272.36282.63VP060imaget_succ66.35105.86123.1147.73174.52183.91194.64206.65248.83256.82263.64272.36282.63290.05VP060imaget_succ-t_init11.528.817.2422.9926.7935.0210.7312.017.837.993.9720.9810.277.42VP060imaget_succ-t_preTask11.528.817.2422.9926.799.3910.7312.017.837.993.978.7210.277.42VP061algorithmt_init21.9563.8284.26103.93117.45128.23153.14158.26201.65206.61219.85236.72255.41263.1VP061algorithmt_succ34.1384.2696.07117.45139.29153.14158.26174.43206.61215.45225.22255.41263.1277.56VP061algorithmt_succ-t_init12.1820.4411.8113.5221.8424.915.1216.174.968.845.3718.697.6914.46VP061algorithmt_succ-t_preTask12.1820.4411.8113.5221.8413.855.1216.174.968.845.3718.697.6914.46VP062imaget_init46.6588.91106.17127.13136.57149.37158.61168.34207.93211.33224.93261.08260.63268.28VP062imaget_succ79.94106.17115.41136.57147.03158.61168.34177.54211.33218.65226.53260.63268.28274.62VP062imaget_succ-t_init33.2917.269.249.4410.469.249.739.23.47.321.6-0.457.656.34VP062imaget_succ-t_preTask33.2917.269.249.4410.469.249.739.23.47.321.6-0.457.656.34VP063algorithmt_init52.0794.37108.31131.32141.83154.24169.95182.08230.9240.78260.05259.9304.89326.76VP063algorithmt_succ67.74108.31118.84141.83156.92169.95182.08200.7240.78251.38265.43304.89326.76332.97VP063algorithmt_succ-t_init15.6713.9410.5310.5115.0915.7112.1318.629.8810.65.3844.9921.876.21VP063algorithmt_succ-t_preTask15.6713.9410.5310.5115.0913.0312.1318.629.8810.65.3839.4621.876.21VP064imaget_init84.51126.82135.17154.14163.88175.88204.13215.77261.09260.23275.9276.96296.85308.07VP064imaget_succ96.17135.17151.54163.88185204.13215.77231.01260.23269.94283.26296.85308.07317.93VP064imaget_succ-t_init11.668.3516.379.7421.1228.2511.6415.24-0.869.717.3619.8911.229.86VP064imaget_succ-t_preTask11.668.3516.379.7421.1219.1311.6415.24-0.869.717.3613.5911.229.86VP065algorithmt_init91.09133.51144.77166.67180.67189.59202.63217.15265.87262.6303.89294.54298.38309.7VP065algorithmt_succ109.86144.77162.2180.67187.25202.63217.15234.51262.6280.35298.38309.7315.69VP065algorithmt_succ-t_init18.7711.2617.43146.5813.0414.5217.36-3.27-23.543.8411.325.99VP065algorithmt_succ-t_preTask18.7711.2617.43146.5813.0414.5217.36-3.27-23.543.8411.325.99VP066imaget_init110.94151.32153.18173.85202.13197.62248.75260.48307.93311.63310.96293.47345.59358.87VP066imaget_succ122.19153.18166.27202.13226.75248.75260.48276.96311.63323.24331.78345.59358.87367.45VP066imaget_succ-t_init11.251.8613.0928.2824.6251.1311.7316.483.711.6120.8252.1213.288.58VP066imaget_succ-t_preTask11.251.8613.0928.2824.622211.7316.483.711.6120.8213.8113.288.58VP067algorithmt_init103.62145.29167.09186.94213.98214.47252.17264.06310.83327.3318.21378.15392.81VP067algorithmt_succ112.62167.09183.29213.98235.98252.17264.06276.26334.03318.23378.15392.81400.06VP067algorithmt_succ-t_init921.816.227.042237.711.8912.2-9.0759.9414.667.25VP067algorithmt_succ-t_preTask921.816.227.042216.1911.8912.2-9.0759.9214.667.25VP068imaget_init128.41170.13178.95199.82217.01223.28246.41255.37295.41304.08314.48330.41333.7340.67VP068imaget_succ139.74178.95198.02217.01231.54246.41255.37266.17304.08310.39323.23333.7340.67352.42VP068imaget_succ-t_init11.338.8219.0717.1914.5323.138.9610.88.676.318.753.296.9711.75VP068imaget_succ-t_preTask11.338.8219.0717.1914.5314.878.9610.88.676.318.753.296.9711.75VP069algorithmt_init340.12382.4424.83444.48460.66471.6497.48502.39546.32548.89564.44584.77590.4630.23VP069algorithmt_succ373.85424.83439.08460.66484.82497.48502.39516.48548.89568.54590.4630.23643.53VP069algorithmt_succ-t_init33.7342.4314.2516.1824.1625.884.9114.092.574.15.6339.8313.3VP069algorithmt_succ-t_preTask33.7342.4314.2516.1824.1612.664.9114.092.574.15.6339.8313.3VP070textt_init430.44471.93529.23549.63576.85586.03628.83667.18702.07710.48728.64VP070textt_succ451.01529.23548.28576.85599.74628.83667.18690.97710.48724.9757.57VP070textt_succ-t_init20.5757.319.0527.2222.8942.838.3523.798.4114.4228.93VP070textt_succ-t_preTask20.5757.319.0527.2222.8929.0938.3523.798.4114.4228.93VP071algorithmt_init147.28188.84221.45234.61278.93263.28331.57344.86382392.04406.34VP071algorithmt_succ167.82221.45240.63278.93308.41331.57344.86370.22392.04403.53420.3VP071algorithmt_succ-t_init20.5432.6119.1844.3229.4868.2913.2925.3610.0411.4913.96VP071algorithmt_succ-t_preTask20.5432.6119.1838.329.4823.1613.2925.3610.0411.4913.96VP072imaget_init8.7251.1659.2880.7288.35102.11108.76117.86161.8171.78191.53210.45211.7228.56VP072imaget_succ12.0159.2869.2988.35100.3108.76117.86128.77171.78184.36165.98211.7228.56241.13VP072imaget_succ-t_init3.298.1210.017.6311.956.659.110.919.9812.58-25.551.2516.8612.57VP072imaget_succ-t_preTask3.298.1210.017.6311.956.659.110.919.9812.58-25.551.2516.8612.57VP073imaget_init91.3133.72140.98160.91176.81183.81205.35217.84264.7286.05287.03303.51311.09VP073imaget_succ96.54140.98160.75176.81189.92205.35217.84233.29280.77270.82303.51311.09320.52VP073imaget_succ-t_init5.247.2619.7715.913.1121.5412.4915.45-15.2316.487.589.43VP073imaget_succ-t_preTask5.247.2619.7715.913.1115.4312.4915.45-15.2316.487.589.43VP074algorithmt_init137.81180.16235.23255.65279.15289.35361.45373.05405.3414.35432.08VP074algorithmt_succ173.32235.23251.26279.15337.73361.45373.05392.57414.35426.98442.89VP074algorithmt_succ-t_init35.5155.0716.0323.558.5872.111.619.529.0512.6310.81VP074algorithmt_succ-t_preTask35.5155.0716.0323.558.5823.7211.619.529.0512.6310.81VP075textt_init89.9128.96128.36150.7168.3173.16251.79257.86304.38286.86310.75279.99307.49320.95VP075textt_succ102.22128.36141.62168.3192.36251.79257.86272.61286.86293.66300307.49320.95330.71VP075textt_succ-t_init12.32-0.613.2617.624.0678.636.0714.75-17.526.8-10.7527.513.469.76VP075textt_succ-t_preTask12.32-0.613.2617.624.0659.436.0714.75-17.526.8-10.757.4913.469.76VP076textt_init73.67115.81124.85142.67157.71165.3215.02224.91274.41261.01281.28260.03303.15321.9VP076textt_succ93.97124.85139.47157.71178.97215.02224.91236.87261.01267.63281.65303.15321.9328.85VP076textt_succ-t_init20.39.0414.6215.0421.2649.729.8911.96-13.46.620.3743.1218.756.95VP076textt_succ-t_preTask20.39.0414.6215.0421.2636.059.8911.96-13.46.620.3721.518.756.95VP077algorithmt_init108.3150.01212.3230.48280.96279.7391.78413.43460.26501.07VP077algorithmt_succ129.78212.3235.9280.96304.42391.78413.43453.06498.74486.72VP077algorithmt_succ-t_init21.4862.2923.650.4823.46112.0821.6539.63-14.35VP077algorithmt_succ-t_preTask21.4862.2923.645.0623.4687.3621.6539.63-14.35VP078imaget_init63.9197.4490.55117.58123.93138.36160.99171.75213.54214.24228.42246.31238.51249.17VP078imaget_succ71.0590.55109.65123.93142.82160.99171.75184.69214.24223.67229.72238.51249.17255.6VP078imaget_succ-t_init7.14-6.8919.16.3518.8922.6310.7612.940.79.431.3-7.810.666.43VP078imaget_succ-t_preTask7.14-6.8919.16.3518.8918.1710.7612.940.79.431.3-7.810.666.43VP079imaget_init45.7487.25145.35163.35188.27197.29224.24254.19290.29282.41299VP079imaget_succ81.85145.35163.45188.27202.71224.24254.19271.29282.41295.44316.73VP079imaget_succ-t_init36.1158.118.124.9214.4426.9529.9517.1-7.8813.0317.73VP079imaget_succ-t_preTask36.1158.118.124.8214.4421.5329.9517.1-7.8813.0317.73VP080imaget_init67.74109.39113.14135.33143.07156.35194.11201.24261.18218.19263.8254.04239.45247.64VP080imaget_succ77.05113.14126.67143.07183.22194.11201.24211.58218.19226.64232.74239.45247.64258.27VP080imaget_succ-t_init9.313.7513.537.7440.1537.767.1310.34-42.998.45-31.06-14.598.1910.63VP080imaget_succ-t_preTask9.313.7513.537.7440.1510.897.1310.34-42.998.45-31.06-14.598.1910.63VP081algorithmt_init111.4153.78182.3198.08250.4226.04298.87308.61346.74370.44VP081algorithmt_succ123.93182.3202.43250.4264.86298.87308.61326.17367.64347.96VP081algorithmt_succ-t_init12.5328.5220.1352.3214.4672.839.7417.56-22.48VP081algorithmt_succ-t_preTask12.5328.5220.1347.9714.4634.019.7417.56-22.48VP082textt_init53.9395.68108.59127.37136.17149.46170.35176.41217.61219.72233.72257.29259.79283.02VP082textt_succ65.63108.59122.06136.17151.5170.35176.41186.53219.72228.34239.11259.79283.02289.87VP082textt_succ-t_init11.712.9113.478.815.3320.896.0610.122.118.625.392.523.236.85VP082textt_succ-t_preTask11.712.9113.478.815.3318.856.0610.122.118.625.392.523.236.85VP083textt_init120.31163.9194.35209.09266.26238.12379.51395.46426.39434.92450.28VP083textt_succ137.98194.35212.81266.26305.72379.51395.46415.7434.92445.9475.64VP083textt_succ-t_init17.6730.4518.4657.1739.46141.3915.9520.248.5310.9825.36VP083textt_succ-t_preTask17.6730.4518.4653.4539.4673.7915.9520.248.5310.9825.36VP084algorithmt_init91.17134.43188.77213.26224.22240.64250.9261.56303.35310.6323.67VP084algorithmt_succ132.41188.77200.14224.22234.1250.9261.56275.88310.6320.82331.5VP084algorithmt_succ-t_init41.2454.3411.3710.969.8810.2610.6614.327.2510.227.83VP084algorithmt_succ-t_preTask41.2454.3411.3710.969.8810.2610.6614.327.2510.227.83VP085algorithmt_init105.62148.97182.25199.18220.91226.52256.43262.95312.38313.08325.58332.39361.72375.51VP085algorithmt_succ126.99182.25198.01220.91240.5256.43262.95283.4313.08320.3330.07361.72375.51385.87VP085algorithmt_succ-t_init21.3733.2815.7621.7319.5929.916.5220.450.77.224.4929.3313.7910.36VP085algorithmt_succ-t_preTask21.3733.2815.7621.7319.5915.936.5220.450.77.224.4929.3313.7910.36VP086textt_init173.99217.7237.85257.15271.82280.96317.08324.3365.35375.04391.31385.6414.67427.13VP086textt_succ184.7237.85252.48271.82295.15317.08324.3338.85375.04383.82370.94414.67427.13448.58VP086textt_succ-t_init10.7120.1514.6314.6723.3336.127.2214.559.698.78-20.3729.0712.4621.45VP086textt_succ-t_preTask10.7120.1514.6314.6723.3321.937.2214.559.698.78-20.3729.0712.4621.45VP087imaget_init78.89122.55153.45170.62191.28197.75242.48254.2296.72304.25309.8302.33360.97377.94VP087imaget_succ97.27153.45170.96191.28226.59242.48254.2272.61304.25318.82332.79360.97377.94393.18VP087imaget_succ-t_init18.3830.917.5120.6635.3144.7311.7218.417.5314.5722.9958.6416.9715.24VP087imaget_succ-t_preTask18.3830.917.5120.3235.3115.8911.7218.417.5314.5722.9928.1816.9715.24VP088imaget_init86.4121.97119.02142.35159.13163.75190.71200.97236.07240.32253.97271.01267.87281.97VP088imaget_succ96.18119.02136.3159.13169.88190.71200.97218.14240.32250.6258.21267.87281.97293.77VP088imaget_succ-t_init9.78-2.9517.2816.7810.7526.9610.2617.174.2510.284.24-3.1414.111.8VP088imaget_succ-t_preTask9.78-2.9517.2816.7810.7520.8310.2617.174.2510.284.24-3.1414.111.8VP089imaget_init85.09128.71140.77159.99175.21183.46223.72235.43275.92269.73288.01284.17304.27312.71VP089imaget_succ109.99140.77157.2175.21203.77223.72235.43252.14269.73281.49290.82304.27312.71321.17VP089imaget_succ-t_init24.912.0616.4315.2228.5640.2611.7116.71-6.1911.762.8120.18.448.46VP089imaget_succ-t_preTask24.912.0616.4315.2228.5619.9511.7116.71-6.1911.762.8113.458.448.46VP090textt_init1533.921576.121622.381641.571647.71663.811698.661705.161764.171766.91779.77VP090textt_succ1557.971622.381647.71674.21698.661705.161719.241766.91777.671803.15VP090textt_succ-t_init24.0546.266.1326.534.856.514.082.7310.7723.38VP090textt_succ-t_preTask24.0546.266.1326.524.466.514.082.7310.7723.38VP091algorithmt_init52.593.98108.38129.33133.41151.28161.99167.5207.75210224.09262.83263.36271.1VP091algorithmt_succ62.17108.38119.43133.41152.1161.99167.5178.3210217.4227.95263.36271.1297.35VP091algorithmt_succ-t_init9.6714.411.054.0818.6910.715.5110.82.257.43.860.537.7426.25VP091algorithmt_succ-t_preTask9.6714.411.054.0818.699.895.5110.82.257.43.860.537.7426.25VP092textt_init119.26161.63267.53371.44339.98415.65385.71397.27429.76437.32450.75VP092textt_succ177.55267.53314.42339.98366.69385.71397.27419.87437.32448.74457.28VP092textt_succ-t_init58.29105.946.89-31.4626.71-29.9411.5622.67.5611.426.53VP092textt_succ-t_preTask58.2989.9846.89-31.4626.71-29.9411.5622.67.5611.426.53VP093algorithmt_init26.9768.6776.1596.75100.52115.97155.32162.18218.96222.77221.95203.09244.4260.52VP093algorithmt_succ37.3476.15100.52130.11155.32162.18172.4222.77229.47236.63244.4260.52271.12VP093algorithmt_succ-t_init10.377.483.7729.5939.356.8610.223.816.714.6841.3116.1210.6VP093algorithmt_succ-t_preTask10.377.483.7729.5925.216.8610.223.816.714.687.7716.1210.6

[Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} shows a list of the test persons (VP001 -- VP093) with the number of errors during the flight and the answers to the questionnaire including the three possible instruction forms (text, algorithm, image). The columns:--Errors unknown actions = number of errors in actions that must be executed the first time--Errors known actions = number of errors in actions that have already been executed--Landing on the ground = aircraft landing on the ground without crash (y = positive landing; n = aircraft involved in an accident)--Landing at airport = landing of the aircraft on the runway (y = positive landing on the runway; n = not landing on the runway)--Mental requirement, Physical requirement, Time requirement, Performance, Effort and Frustration = Answers from the NASA-RTLX \[[@bib0002], [@bib0003]\] and ATI-Score [@bib0004] questionnaire (Possible points 1 - 20)Table 2bh8rfvojhtio.Table 2Test person numberIntroduction formErrors unknown aktionsErrors known aktionsLanding on the groundLanding at airportMental requirementPhysical requirementTime requirementPerformanceEffortFrustrationAgeSexFlight experienceComplex system experienceV001text31nn2021820181624fnnV002algorithm30yy401394721mynV003image00yy17218415424mnnV004algorithm00yy8510411724mnnV005image30yn1211012121123fnyV006text11yy611517525mynV007algorithm30nn1421616151428mynV008image12yn1641713121625fnnV009text00yy95145151424fnnV010image00yy12416812626mynV011text30nn1421016121423fnnV012algorithm31nn1610181616624mnnV013image00yy12512710426fynV014text10yn2002010181427fynV015image01yy166848823fnnV016algorithm10nn13171951424mnnV017algorithm10yn1351597325myJV018text20nn163191410838myyV019algorithm30yn1712181614822mnnV020image00yy1518611227fnyV021text00yy126141313822fnnV022algorithm00yy14214414524mnnV023image11yy17317616826mnnV024text00yy140164141232mnyV025image00yy1341238226mnnV026text10yy181183131426fnnV027text20nn1821716161427mnnV028text10yy14412410423mnnV029text00yy152166111024mnnV030algorithm00yy114121310725mnnV031algorithm20nn1621810161029mynV032image20nn145131051348mnnV033image00yy12814414623mnyV034text20yy1069210820fnnV035algorithm11yy231462020mynV036algorithm10yn12410414822mynV037text20nn7115175141mnyV038image11yy1021044022mynV039image00yy154167161454fnnV040text10yy182141041418fnnV041text10yy95138121225mnnV042algorithm20nn8361012530mnnV043text00yy54824121mnnV044image00yy681067224myyV045algorithm21yn1201815121326mnnV046text23nn72121210821mnnV047algorithm00yy7110531022mnnV048text10yy1361286425myyV049text10yy95151511725myyV050image10yy12410014426mynV051text10nn1610148161425mnyV052algorithm20nn122141461028mnyV053text10nn173197111331mnnV054image00yy5213413527mnnV055algorithm00nn1041034019mynV056text00yy144635626mnnV057image00yy641006024myyV058algorithm00yy18116116022mnnV059image00yy15117113334myyV060image00yy1311317127mnnV061algorithm00yy66664425mnyV062image10yy8314410223mynV063algorithm00yy123127161222mnnV064image00yy11614168230mnyV065algorithm01yy1421318426mynV066image00yy1621918101825fnyV067algorithm11yn52141461040mnnV068image00yy511022135mnyV069algorithm21yn164171514824mnnV070text22nn184111616828mnnV071algorithm21nn111133137mnnV072image00yy1131197347mnyV073image11yy401224431mnyV074algorithm30nn1821914111235mnnV075text10nn153159151143mnyV077algorithm10yy8410126631mnnV078image33nn03321153mnyV079image00yy12614681421mynV080image21nn625123342mnyV081algorithm21yy1371518101431mnyV082text22nn14216014031fnnV083text00yy171515713926mnyV084algorithm31nn122848959mnyV085algorithm20nn95161112324fnnV086text10yn11317951339myyV087image00yy140082361mnyV088image20yn156147121058fnnV089image00yy531322229mnnV090text20nn144151314115mnnV091algorithm00yy14414214026fynVP92algorithm41nn1821591143fnnVP93text20yy927819228mnn

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec0002}
==============================================

2.1. Data {#sec0003}
---------

The data show the results of the flight test. These consist of the exported data of the flight research simulator (see [Figs. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) and the answers of the questionnaire about workflow of the test persons with the errors made (see [Tables 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}) [@bib0001].

[Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} shows the respondents\' number (VP001 - VP093), the instructions used (image, text or algorithm) and the time in seconds required to complete the 14 steps required to land the aircraft. Metric:-t_init = time for possible start of the action-t_succ = time for conversion of the action-t_succ-t_init = required time for the action step-t_succ-t_preTask = time for conversion if time too long from previous action step

[Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} shows the respondent number (VP001 - VP093), the instructions used (image, text or algorithm), number of errors and answers from the NASA-RTLX questionnaire. Description of the columns:-Errors unknown actions = number of errors in actions that must be executed the first time-Errors known actions = number of errors in actions that have already been executed-Landing on the groud = aircraft landing on the ground without crash (y = positive landing; n = aircraft involved in an accident)-Landing at airport = landing of the aircraft on the runway (y = positive landing on the runway; n = not landing on the runway)-Mental requirement, Physical requirement, Time requirement, Performance, Effort and Frustration = Answers from the NASA-RTLX \[[@bib0002], [@bib0003]\] and ATI-Score [@bib0004] questionnaire (Possible points 1 - 20)

Insert [table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} landscape: NASA-RTLX, Error.xlsx, Inscription: Answers form the questionnaire and number of errors.

3. Experimental design, materials and methods {#sec0004}
=============================================

3.1. Research flight simulator {#sec0005}
------------------------------

The research flight simulator represents a realistic complex system and is therefore suitable for testing different representations of instructions. It has a three-channel viewing system with a viewing angle of over 180° and a Full HD resolution for each channel. The cockpit is equipped with an active Wittenstein side stick, which includes an electronic control charging system for force feedback as well as variable hard and soft stops. The SIMULINK flight system dynamics model running in the background enables data recording during test flights in the simulator.

In the scenario used, the aircraft takes off from a fixed position in the sky above Munich, a few nautical miles away from Munich Airport. The aim of the scenario is to land the aircraft safely on the runway of the airport. To successfully complete this task, a total of 14 action steps must be performed in the simulator cockpit in a specific, time-sensitive sequence. To do this, certain display values must be read and adjusted from different displays, correct inputs made to controllers, levers and buttons and certain time restrictions must be adhered to. In addition, some manual steps may only be carried out when a certain precondition has been reached. The flight scenario used is basically similar to an approach to an airport in combination with a landing by autopilot, as it is also carried out in real flight practice.

If you perform the 14 steps in the above order, the scenario ends with a \"perfect\" landing on the runway. With certain temporal deviations or without. This operationalisation makes it possible to check the effectiveness of the instructions for action, since only a limited number of possible outcomes are possible.

3.2. Introduction forms {#sec0006}
-----------------------

*The same 14 steps are presented to the users in different forms. Each participant flies only once. There are n = 93 flights with 31 times image, 31 times algorithm and 31 times text.* ***Error! Reference source not found.*** *shows the first two steps in the algorithm introduction form.* ***Error! Reference source not found.*** *shows the first six steps of the text introduction and* ***Error! Reference source not found.*** *shows the eighth step of the image introduction form. The full version of the three used introductions see the digital appendix.*

Ethics statement {#sec0007}
================

No human experiments were carried out. Before the test, the test subjects signed a written declaration of consent that the data may be used anonymously for research purposes. The declaration of consent is written in German because the test subjects understand German.
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